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The attention
of the public in the problems of atomic energy haa been
It ia
centered so far 'primarily
on the,military
side of the development,
military
use is to the
natural
that it should,be
so, since on one Md'the
present time the only application
that has attained
practical
results.
On
the other hand, the issues raised by it for the national
and international
policies
are novel and difficult
and call for a quick solution.
There are,
however, a number of possibilities
for the peace time use6 of atomic energy
which in the long run may prove more important than the bomb.
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and we take the optimistic.point
of
If we try.to
look into the future,
view that mankind may succeed to organize itself
so as to eliminate
the fear
and the danger of the destructive
potentialities
of atomic weapons, one might
speculate as to what may,happen rtbatomic
energy as a constructive
new force.
Any such speculattin,
of course, can be at the present time only very
One might point out to some probable developments,
but it would be
sketchy.'.
impossible
to make the,list
even approximately
complete.
An attempt to do
this wofid be now as difficult
as it would have been one century ago to guess
the SdevePopment of electricity,
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PRODUCT&N OF POWER
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The first
point that I propose to discusa is the use of nuclear'reactions for the production
of controlled
and usable power.
Chain reacting
"piles",
in which energy is produced at an easily.controllable
rate, have
Starting.with
the first
pile, which was
been operatea for over three years.
run oely up to 200 watts, the power has been stepped-up in successive units
The piles operated at Eanford for the synthesis
of
by enormous factors.
plutonium produce energy in amounts comparable to that of the largest
hydroThe energy that is produced in the piles built
until
now,
electric
plants.
however, is delivered
at such a low temperature
that it is of no practical
In the Hanford plants.it
actually
ia wasted for the extremely uncon- *.
use.
structive
Purpose of heating,
by a small amount, the waters of the Columbia
River.
'.
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The physical
basis of the chain reaction
is the fission
of uranium.
This is a violent
disintegkation
of the uraniumnucleus
that takes.place
The original
nucleus separates
into two approxwhen a neutron strikes
it.
which fly apart with an enormous velocity
and a
imately equal fragments,
What makes the chain reaction
relatively
extremely large release of energy.
possible,
however, is not the fact that a large amount of energy is released
but the fact that in the process also some neutrons are emitted besides the
that'two
If we assume, for the purpose of this discussion,
two fragments.
neutrons are emitted in each fission
and we assume further
'that the conditions are such that practically
all the neutrons originating
into the .system
we have the conditions
that would lead to
end up by giving rise to fission,
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If, indeed, we introduce
in a system of th#
an explosive
chain reaction.
type one initial
neutron,*this
will giverise
to a, fission
inwhich
two neu/c!'::j,:,;
' ,
'
In .their turn they will give rise to a second fistrons will be produced,
The
number
of
neuwons
will
'?,
sion, and proauee two neutrons each and so ,on;
so that their number will rapidly
then double at each step or "generation"
multiply
until
the reaction
reaches extreme violence
and great amounts of
This sudden release of energy,produces
the atomic'exheat are.developed.,
'V
The system as just discussed i$ said to ha.ve.'a "reproduction
facplosion,
'.,
tar" of 2 because at each generation
one. neutron gives rise to 2 new neutrons.
FAST REUTRONAND SLOWNEUTR6N.REACTIONS

i
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In designing
a bomb one tries to achieve conditions
in which.the
fisThis requires
that the "generasion energy is released as fast as possible.
tion" time be as short as possible
and that at each generation
the number of
In order to make
neutrons should.increase,bythe
largest
possible
factor.
the generation
time.short
one will use fast neutrons and in order to make the
~e~&u&&&n~factor
as large as posaible
one will try to adjust things in
such a way that a large percentage
of the neutrons end up by producing
a new
fission
and thereby the largest possible
number of new neutrons.
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to produce a controllable
chain reaction,
the reIf we want, instead,
production
factor will have to be very close to'1 and there will be no need
Indeed it would be, if anything,
more deto have a short generation
time,
sirable
that the generation
time be rather long because this would make conIt is possible
therefore
to use slow neutrons in a controlled
trol more easy.
.There is one more fundamental difference
between the bomb
chain reaction.
The fast reaction
on which the bomb is workand a controlled
chain reaction,
ing is operated using "valuable"
.fisaionable
materials
like U235 which is
a new
separated from uranium at Oak Ridge, Tennessee, or .plutonium which,is
element whf@h.is actually
fabricated
at Ranford, Washington,
Controllable
chain reactions
can instead be obtained using natural
was used in producing the first
chain reaction
vupanium. Indeed this material
for the simple reason that at that time the-"valuable"
fissionable
materials
It also is used in all the industrial
piles that heve
were not available.
Natural uranium consists
primarily
of a mixture of
been constructed
so far.
~238 representing
about pp.3 per cent of the total and U235 representing
about
.7 per cent, It is well known that it ia,this
small amount of ~235 that makes
the reaction
possible
since ~238 does not react giving rise to fission
when
Actually
a chain reaction
can be obtained quite
borribarded by slow neutrons.
easily-using
pure U235.since
thereby one avoids the parasitic
absorption
due
to the U2.38, When ordinary
unseparated
uranium is used the problem is appreciably
more difficult
since the positive
excess in the neutron balance in
each generation
is in this case very small and all unavoidable
lossea must
be kept to a.minimum ao as to end.up with a reproduction
factor
larger than
'the .presence of ~238 is very un-,
From this point of view therefom,
unity.
role in the' plutodesirable.
On the other hand U 6 38 plays a very essential
nium production.
Indeed ~238 is transformed
during the reaction
into plutonium by the mechanism represented
in the following
nuclear process:
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n --=+ ~239
$39+7v. 239+ o'
239+'$,239+ .o-

UN+
NP

the absorption
of a neutron by the
CF@efirst
of these reactions
represents
nucleus 238 which is thereby transformed
into the isotope ~239. U239 is an
unstable
isotope of uranium which spontaneously
disintegrates
by emitting
an
electroln and transforming
into the new element neptunium of atomic charge 93
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in the second reaction,
The transformation
of
and s6efgh-t 239 as 2:dicated
uranium into neptur&zm takes place in a time of the order of one half hour.
emits an
Also I’@39 sghich is thereby formed is zsnstable and spontaneously
electron
transforming
in a few days into the final reaction
product Pu239
If we examine the overall balance of a
as indicated
by the last equation.
that $35 will gradually
chain reaction
of this type2 it is clear therefore
slowly be tranabe destroyed to keep the reaction
goiilg; whereas ~238 will
fcrmed into Pu239.
.-

CO&mOL OF A PILF
In order to operate a chain reacting
pile at a steady level the reproductf‘on
factor mmt be equal to one. If it is larger than one the inFor this reason
if it is smaller the intensity
drops.
tensity
increases,
the operator must have meana to adjust the reproduction
factor to any desired value In the vicinity
of one. This usually
is achieved by means of
organs called control
rods,
They are rods made of some material
having a
strong absorption
for neutrons which the operator
can insert
into, the pile
at a depth that can be accurately
adjusted.
The number of neutrons absorbed b-gthe rods and thereby removed from the reaction
will depend on
how deep the rod reaches into the pile.
Consequently,
the reproduction
'
factor will alao depend upon the position
of the rod and will have its
largest
value when the rod is outside and its smallest value when the rod
is completely
inside,
Conditions
are usually
adjusted in such a way that
the reproduction
factor
is equal to 1 when the rod is in aome intermediate
position"
and it takes,values
larger than 1 if
position
called !'critical
the rod is pulled further
out than the critical
poaition
and smaller than
1 if the rod is pushed further
in.
If the operator wishes to increase the
rate of reaction,
.the rod is pulled out so that the reproduction
factor exceeds 1 by some small amount and the number of ne?atrons gradually
increases.
If the operator wants to reduce the rate of reaction,
all he has to do is to
insert the rods somexhat further
than the critical
position.
The reproduction factor will
then be less than 1 and the rate of reaction
will gradualIf he wanta to keep the power at a steady level,
he will place
ly decrease.
the rods at the. critical
position,
It is clear from this that the problem of controlling
the rate of reaction in the pile can be solved in a-very simple way. Exjjeriment actually
has shotsl?_that the controlling
problem can be'solved
very easily also in
Indeed, to keep a pile, whether capable of producing a large or
practice.
amall amount of power9 running at a steady level is an art that can be completely
mastered in a few hours.
It is also easily possible
to keep the
intensity
of the pile steady at any desired level by moving the rods with
mechanica
devices operated automatically.
in this case all the operator
has tc do is watch %he control panel.
EriGE TEMPrnErn

PILES

The chief technical
difficulty
-which stands at present in the way of
production
of atomic energy for practical
uses is the following,
In all the
reacting
unita that have 'been constructed
until
now the energy is produced
at a very low temperature!,
This undoubtedlg
is due to a great extent to the
fact.that
the primary purpose for which the piles have been constructed
during tb.e ear hms not production
of useful po~er'but
the production
of plutonium, "For *his reason no effort
T~8s made in the direction
of constructing
a
pile with materials
capable of standling a very high temperature
since'
development undoub ",sdly wo~.id have retarded
very considerably
the
of the essential
objectives.
1d
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There
ia no known p&tfoar
:The following
points are important.
limitation.to
the temperature
at which energy can be produced,by
a fission
Indeed there ia reason to belfeve that.&
the explosion
of
'
chain reaction.
the atomic bombs temperatures
perhaps'as
high as~l,OOO,OOOdC. may, have been
A practfcal.limitation
is imposed only for machines designed to
obtained.
operate at a steady level by the refractory
properties
of the materials
used.
In this respect,
the choice of the materials
is quite critical
because not
onlytheir
ability
to stand high temperatures
must be taken into account but
also one must cons,%der the adverse effect that adding foreign
materials
in
the reaction
system has. on @he nuclear reaction
itself.
This adverse effect
is due to,the.fact
that most materials
absorb.neutrons
sometimes more and
sometime-s Iess-. Any material
that has to be added as a coolant to remove
heat from the prle or as a liningforthe
pipes through whfch a cooling
fluid
is conducted determines'a.loss
of neutrons.
When this loss is 'so large
that the reproduction
factor drops below:1 the reaction
stops.
: I_ ”
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COTJKOItKRGE AEOUWE OF'ENEFGYBE'&EASEBI.
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It has been mentioned that .the essential
fuel in piles of the Hanford
type is-@% whfc,h represents
only *.T per cent of the total weight of natural
uranfum.
The content in fission
ener&'of
uranium is roughly 3,000,COO times
that of,&
e&is,1 weight of coal,
If only 0-T per cent of the uranium is'
utilized,
the.praotical
ura&m
to c.,oal ratio'will
be about'20,OOO.
These
Figures~potit
to the great importance of devising methods for'the
complete
LutilizatIonof
the energy of Uranium.
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The demand for a.practical
solution
of this problem may not be very
pressing
in the izmnediate future
since there still
are fairly
large uranium
deposits which can be mined‘ at relatively-low
cost,
If we conceive, however,
a development in.which
large amounts of atomkc energy would be produced by
$35,
the rich deposits
of uranfum would rapidly
be exhausted and further
pro+
~~tion:w~~~Ld‘~e'..t~
~se!~ve~;7pan~..-~ee~~~~~~~ns~qu~~t.'~~.rera~36f:;s~vengl_.'
orders 0%' magn?tude in the cost of the pr&y
materfal,
In this case, the
importance of a complete utilization
of the energystored
in uranium would
naturally
become much greater.
It is clear on the other hand the energy value
of one poripd of uranium is so .&reat that even an enormous increase of cost of
th.is materiaT%ay
not.interfere
with ita economical use as a source of power,
Indeed 3 m$llfon tons .of coal, equrvalent
pin energy content to one ton of
uranium, cost about 8 million
dollars,
Consequently,
as far as cost,of
the
raw materXLa,
uranium tid coal would become ,equivalent
for a price of uranium
of.4,OOQ dollars
@er.pound. ' Before the war the cost of uranium was about 2
dollars
2erpound'so
that an increase of,the order of a thousand times the
.
pre-wsrprPfce
would not be necessarily
uneeonomSca1.
We tight
conceive that 20 or 30 yews from now the general scheme of
atomic-energy.production
may be perhaps about as follows,,
.There will be
Urge @&@a1 %nstallations
in which very great amounts of power will be
produced and transformed
into electrical
energy or steam for local power consumption.
Besides producing
directly
~OWSP, these large units may also produce some amount of plutonium.which
will be extracted
and distributed.to
small installations
in which plutonium
and not uranium will be used as the
This plan would have, the advantage of permitting,wide
use of
primary fuel,:
relatively
small power un%ts thereby reducing very greatly
the difficulties
of,distribution.
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A genepal sqheme of this type has recently
been discuaoed in a report by
the State,Department
outlining
a possible
organization
for the &emtional
According to this report the large central+units
in '
control
of atomic energy.
as Well a&%ll SO’el.l%~8
Of
uPt%tli~ and thop&uq
which plutonium
is.produced,
woU1d be controlled
and operated by an international
organization
which would
distribute
or sell plutonium
in a denatured form for use by individual
conThe authors of this .report express the view that it maybe possible
sumers.
to denatune plutonium
so as to make its Use for military
Uses exceedingly
difficult
and time consuming and express-the
hope therefore
that it may be feasible to exert only's minimuminternational
cOntrOl'Qn.the
USers of denatured
plutoni~~without
danger that it may be diverted
secretly
to construction
of
Such .aschemeundoubtedly-has
some attractive
features
although the'
weapons.
in its estimate of the difficulties
to divert
report may.be over-optimistic
denatured plutonium
to military
Uses. There is no denying the fact that the
possible
use of plutonium
for aggressive warfare constitute6
a difficulty
for
the tidUstsPia1 Uses of atomic energy that is much greater than anyte&nical
The problem of preventing
this use is essendifficulty'that
we can foresee,,
tially
political
and not technical
and I do not see much hope of solving it
unless the very basis of the relationships
among nations
should be thoroughly
changed in the futUre years.

Going back.to the teehnieal.problems,
I wou1d:lik.e
to mention one more
factor
of atomic energy units which will prove a sepious ltiitation
to their
.D~ring
the
process
of
fission,
which.is
basic
to
the
production
general use,
of atomic en&y,
not only energy but also radiations
of various kinds particUfiess they are prevented from
ularly
neutrons and gaimua rays are .prodUced.
doing so by a shield,
these radiations
would escape from the p,ile and their
intensitywouId
be, so terrific
that they would kill
in a very short t.%neany
living
being.who were to approach. an unshielded
operating
Unit,, ,It is therefore an essential
necessity,to
shield.the
pile with such materials
as to'preIn principle
the problem is not at all "
vent the escape of lethal
radiations.
It is sUffieient,
for example, to surround'the
pile with
difficult
to solve,
a concrete wall of several feet thickness
in order to eliminate
completely any
the radiations
without
danger o On the other band there is no way to eliminate
Ikzdeed in many designs of piles that have
the use of a very heavy shield,
been discussed the 'shield represents
by far the greatest
part of the w&i&t qf
The necessity..of
surrounding
the pile with a heavy shield
the instaIlatton,
It doe8 not appear pbssible.for
will prevent several uses of atomic power,
instance to design an atomic power unit light enough to be used.in a"&r or in
Perhaps a large locomotive
may,be the smallest
a plane of ordinary
size.
mobile unit'in
whi@h an atomic power plant conceivably
could be installed.

t
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that there is definitely
a
Wemaysummar ize this disoUasion by stating
technical
possibility
that atomic power may gradually
develop into one of the
If this expectation
will prove yorrect,
principal
sources of usefU1 power,
great advantages can be expe+ed.to
oome from the fact that the weight of the
This feattie
may-be particularly
valuable for mak-'
fuel is almost negligible.
ing power available
to regions of difficult
access and far from deposits of
It a&o may prove a great asset in mobile power Units for example in a
coal,
.On the disadvantage
side we have some techpower plant for ship propulsion.
nical limitations
to the applicability
of atomic power of which perhaps the
g
most serioUs is the impossibility
of construo'ting
light
power Units;.also
3
there wiI1 be some peculiar
diffiealties'in
operating
atomic plants,
as for
example the necessity.of
handling highly radioactive
sUbstances which will
.
>\.
at least for some considerable
period,
the use of specially
necessitate,
f .'.!
But the chief obstacle
in the way of
skilled
personnel for the operation,
of organizing
a large scale *'I'
developing
atomic power, will be C,he difficulty

6
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i.nduatrie&
dev@lQpment in an internationally
safe way. This presents actual
~,, fiT:"‘;t;
.' I.
ly problems.&&
more difficult
to'solve
than any of the ,techniWl
developIt will require
F' tiusual
amount of statesmanship
me&s t,hat are~ne~essary.
to balance p!roperly,the
necessity
of allaying
the inter&tional
suspicion
that **.5'
eX
againstthe
obvious danger of dumparises from withholding
technical
secrets,
a.
ing the detaifs
of the procedures.for
an extremely dangerous new method of warfare ona tsorl~ that may not yet be prepared to renounce war. Furthermore,
W&
1,
short time that Gill elapse
proper balanee,should
be '%a !.in the relatively
*:?
before the “&f@$3tti”
sill
naturally
become open knowledge by,'re,discovery
on
f
part of the -scientists
and engineers'of
other co&tries.
One might be led.to
question whether the scientists
presenting
the statesmen of the wor&d vith. this appalling
Once basic knowledge is acquired
ly there was' tie choice.
venting its f&ition
would be as~j$$&&&~aa
hoping to stop
T<L._,
."volving arouz&the
'sun by degree. -.V-

act&d wisely in
Actualnew problem,
any attempt at prethe earth from re-

OTEEB APP&ATIdNS
OF ATOMIC POti
I
,Power Goduction
ii not the.only&aceful
use of atomic chain reactions
There are. other possibilities
which may perhaps not 'compete
that is in sight,
with the power.production
in direct
economic importance,
but perhaps may prove
to'be, ult@.ately~the,
most fruitful
field
of development.
An operating
pile is
a sow%% & &@active
materials..many
orders of magnitude stronger ,than any
%I$adiQaetive materials
sre produced partly
as a
source prevfQusly
obtainable,
direct
cnnseq$en@;e of the fissionproeess
since the fragments into which the
uranium%tt%is
s$it.are
radioactive
isotopes of elements located in the middle
elements can be purified
'p&-t of the peniodi@ sy,stem, These radioactive
chemicaIIy,
Other radioactive
substances. @sn be produoed as follows.
In a going
pile neutrons,@%
emi$ted aontinuously
in very great numbers.
Any substance
that is inserted
in the pile is'exposed
to an intensive
bombardment by'these
neutFont3 e When a neutronstrikes
the~nuc&?us of a substance,
several reactioz$jB
to'the
formation
of radioactive'
may~take-pTa@a which, in.many cases, g ive'rise
isotopes{@oat' elements can be obtained in this way in a radioaotive
form,
The 1ifetZmea of th@e elements range f&m a fraction
sf a second 'to thousands
Among the more significant
artificial
radio-elements
one should
of years,
Radioactive
mention Garb-on'.14 with a lifetime
of about three thousand years,
The radiations
eiitted
by
substan&
ct5n be used for a variety
of purposes.
t to the radiationa
emitted by radium and could be used for
them are -Ivalen
medical~oses
on a much greater
soale than has been possible
with radium,
Also from the point of'viev
of radiotherapy,
the hope has been expressed that
it mightbeposaible
to take advantage of'the
fact that the artificial
radfoactive subs?%n@%~ form a variety..of
chemical elements and one 'might use the
chemieaL.pro@erties
in order,to
achieve a concentration
of the active material
in the tiism;e that is to be exposed to the radiations.
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very great hopes have been raised by the possibility
of using.large
. a.
Particularly
attractive
in this
sanounts -of radioactive
materials
as tracers,
respect appeals the possibility
to use Carbon 14 as a tracer for carbon in
The use of Carbon 14 in biology
is
organieal
chetiical and bio-chemical
work.
expected to offer means to follow_easily
the reactions
of carbon in the complicated-chemical
processes of life and it is hoped that the availability
of
Carbon 14 will be adequate to allo"w research in this direction
to proceed on
a very~Iarge&ale~
c.
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It.would
not be very surprising
if the stimulus that these new techndques will
give to science Vere to have an outcome more spectacular
than a,~.
economic tid convenient energy source or the fearful
destructiveness
of the
atomic bomb,
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